Nonrandom breakpoints of unbalanced chromosome translocations in human hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines.
In the search for specific chromosomal alterations in human hepatocellular carcinomas (HCC), we analyzed two new HCC cell lines and identified nonrandom changes by combined G-banding and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). Cell line 7703 was established from an HCC deriving from a patient in the Qidong region of China, where the incidence of HCC is very high and is associated with hepatitis-B virus infection and exposure to aflatoxin. This line has a highly rearranged karyotype eliciting complex rearrangements involving the majority of chromosomes. The second line, SK-Hep-1, derived from a liver adenocarcinoma, is less heterogeneous, having few altered chromosomes. We have characterized the majority of structural and numerical alterations and identified in both lines unbalanced translocations with the breakpoints nonrandomly involving regions 1p36 and 3p14 and gain of chromosome 6p and 8q. While gain of 6p and 8q are recurrent in HCC, translocations of 1p and 3p are described for the first time. Damage and recombination at the breakpoint sites on chromosomes 1 and 3 might have resulted in activation of proto-oncogene, formation of new oncogenic chimeric genes, or loss of tumor suppressor genes.